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The title of this post is acknowledgement and high regard for Russian novelist Dostoyevsky. As 

long time or even recent readers of this material know, insights into criminal questions, regarding 

either innocence or guilt, I avoid. I don't get an answer. I draw a blank. The Committee explains 

this happens because it would become interference into human activities which the life plans and 

contracts of people involved do not contain, allow permit or consider.  

 

This does not mean, however, that nefarious situations cannot be described. The problem with 

the issue is, sooner or later ―usually sooner― the exasperated desperation for names comes 

flowing in like an avalanche. Offending parties must be indentified! 

 

That said, several insights into recent events. 

 

Jeffrey Epstein  

This man was murdered to silence him. 

 

Corona Virus   

Intentionally developed, negligently released. Many human governments conduct research for 

biological weapons, for two reasons: know what the enemy might have to develop 

countermeasures and give samples to friends, for them to give to others who are not friendly. For 

example, the USA cannot easily give terrorists in certain Middle Eastern nations a sample. The 

USA's absolute friends can give it to certain countries more friendly with that friend, and 

elements within that friend of a friend can then give it to bad guys, who get the message very 

quickly. Use it against others, it will be used against you. 

 

Many countries do this, and share their findings. Russia and China do this  all the time, as do the 

UK and the USA. None of these nations are  attempting to harm others with these things; they 

want to prevent it. Chinese opposition leaders recruited rogue biologists to develop this strain, 

not to use but as a threat, to extract concessions from established party leaders in China. The 

rogue players screwed up. 

 

This event is being taken advantage of by the Deep State NOW Illuminati  cabal. Sounds so 

sinister……it isn't, until you get in their way. 

 

The New World Order Illuminati Whatever 

Yes, this exists. What can you do about it? Be aware and skeptical. Anything which provides 

opportunity for control, for power over you, is either contaminated already or exposed to this 

effect. You will never get the names of the key players. Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton, to 

name two recently influential people, are part of the process. Donald Trump is not. John F. 

Kennedy was assassinated by them.   


